
MIRAGE
A modern two-tone textile, made with new technology.

Mirage is a 80% wool and 20% biodegradable polyamide fabric knitted with a two-tone weave which gives 
a modern look. The wool is organic, GOTS-certified, and sustainably produced in compliance with BlueSign 

and Oeko-Tex. Mirage is knitted in Norway using 3D technology which allows for greater precision and 
waste reduction. The fabric cover is machine-washable or replaceable without changing the chair.

Maintenance and cleaning:
We recommend vacuuming the furniture regularly 
and wipe the surface with a damp cloth as needed. 
Remove spills immediately. In cases where a damp 
cloth does not remove the stains, the cover can be 
machine washed on a wool program (30 degrees 
Celsius) using a wool wash detergent. Check the 
care label for a QR code showing how to remove 
the cover. Pilling is natural on natural fibre products 
and can easily be removed by vacuuming or by 
hand. Snags can occur and should be pushed back 
with a fine blunt tool. Do not pull or cut, this could 
cause the knit to unravel. We do not recommend 
impregnation of our wool fabrics.

Composition: 80 %  wool, 20 % biodegradeble polyamide

Pricegroup: 5

Read more about our fabrics. 

ABRASION (MARTINDALE) 
(Hard wear domestic use 25.000) 100.000

LIGHT FASTNESS   6 scala 1-8

COLOUR  FASTNESS WET   3-4 scala 1-5

COLOUR  FASTNESS DRY    4-5 scala 1-5

CIGARETTE TEST   pass  

PILLING   3-4 scala 1-5
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More responsible fabrics
Natural fabrics

Oeko-Tex/Ecolabel
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IMO Part 8 compliant 
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Fabrics

We are uncompromising when it comes to fabric quality, and we cooperate with suppliers that manufacture in 
accordance with strict quality and environmental requirements. If correctly maintained, the fabrics we have 
selected will help give the furniture a long life. All our upholstery fabrics meet and exceeds the requirements  

of mobelfakta.no for Hard Wear. To meet Hard Wear requirements (Martindale), the fabric must pass 
international tests for durability (ISO 105x12), light fastness (ISO 105-B02), pilling resistance (ISO 12945-2), 

fire safety (BS 5852: Part 1:1979 s. 0&1) and colour fastness (ISO 105x12 nd IMO Part 8 compliant).




